Diversity of HIV-1 in Aquitaine, Southwestern France, 2012-2016.
We have estimated the prevalence of the different viral subtypes between January 2012 and December 2016 in HIV-1-infected patients of the Aquitaine region (southwest part of France) who had a routine HIV-1 genotype resistance testing (GRT) centralized at the Bordeaux University Hospital. GRT was performed on viral RNA (1,784 samples) before treatment initiation or at failure, whereas proviral DNA was used as template (1,420 samples) in the event of a treatment switch in patients with viral load below 50 copies/mL. Pol and integrase sequences were obtained; subtypes, circulating recombinant forms (CRFs), and unique recombinant forms (URFs) were assigned by combining the results of SCUEAL, REGA, COMET, and HIV BLAST. Globally, subtype B was predominant with 71.7%, whereas non-B subtypes accounted for 28.3%. Within the non-B viruses, CRF02_AG was the most prominent (11.6%) followed by non-B non-URF (13.5%), A, CRF01_AE, G, CRF06_cpx, F, C, D, H, J, and finally URF (3.2%). The analysis of the two compartments separately showed that RNA exhibits higher percentages of non-B viruses than DNA. This study reveals a high degree of diversity of HIV-1 non-B subtype strains in Aquitaine, with an increasing prevalence of CRF02_AG and URF in the population investigated for viral RNA, that is, including more recently detected HIV-1-infected patients. Future studies should attempt to identify the transmission clusters while paying special attention to URF, since they seem to be increasing in the population and could potentially host CRF.